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Used Motorcycles and Parts

2016 Harley-Davidson SOFTAIL SLIM S FLSS SLIM S
FLSS
View this car on our website at usedmotorcyclesandparts.com/6615203/ebrochure

Our Price $16,999
Specifications:
Year:

2016

VIN:

1HD1JS913GB018529

Make:

Harley-Davidson

Stock:

U018529-ILH

Model/Trim:

SOFTAIL SLIM S FLSS SLIM S FLSS

Condition:

Pre-Owned

Engine:

1802 cc V Twin

Exterior:

BLACK

Transmission:

6 Speed Manual Six-Speed Cruise Drive®

Mileage:

3,990

This 2016 Harley-Davidson SOFTAIL SLIM S FLSS SLIM S FLSS . The
vehicle is BLACK with a BLACK interior. It is offered As-Is, extended
warranty is available. - 2016 HARLEY-DAVIDSON SOFTAIL SLIM S
FLSS - This Harley-Davidson is in Excellent overall exterior condition Cruise Control, We've taken everything that was great about the Softail
Slimr and added a little more. For starters, we've added power with a
Screamin' Eagler Air-Cooled Twin Cam 110BT engine. We've taken the
military theme even further with an awesome Olive Gold Denim paint
option and made the rest black to the core. Black triple clamp and riser,
gloss black headlamp ring, fork slider covers and lower forks. Black
brake levers, mirrors and black over/under shotgun exhaust with slash
cut muffler. Every inch is modern power with old iron attitude.Nothing
gets more respect on the street than power. So when we built the new
Softail Slimr S, we loaded it up with the most powerful engine you can
get in cruiser this year.The classic look of a hardtail and the comfort,
handing and rideability of a modern motorcycle combine seamlessly in
Harley-Davidson Softail models to deliver a smooth ride. The entire
Softailr family is reinvigorated with exciting performance upgrades and
updates for 2016, including the High Output Twin Cam 103B engine,
electronic throttle, high emotional appeal, and high trending design. Its
new military inspired visuals, dark elements, and powerful engine
upgrade make this a head-turning machine.New Model for 2016 2016
Harley-Davidson Softail Slim S Fat Custom www.Totalmotorcycle.com
Features and BenefitsAuthentic StylingGet an eyeful of a Softail
motorcycle and you see more than some weepy-eyed exercise in
nostalgia. You're looking at the kind of style that has the power to defy
time. Honest. Uncluttered. Unaffected by the fad of the moment. There's
a good reason for this. We've used our long decades on the road,
riding, wrenching, talking to other custom bike fanatics, to discover what
works. Then we stick with it, and use it to push the boundaries of
motorcycle design ever further. Take a look at the horseshoe oil tank
adorning our Softail models. It's the same one you'd see on a restored
dresser from the `50s, or a radical Panhead chopper from the `70s. And
you'll find it right now on future Harley-Davidson models that still on the
drawing board. Other companies may be content to imitate bits and

drawing board. Other companies may be content to imitate bits and
pieces from our long history. On a Softail motorcycle every part down to
the axle nut cover comes from an authentic tradition. With a genuine
reason for looking the way it looks. Iconic EngineThe air-cooled 45ø VTwin engine at the heart of every Softail model is a prime example of
what makes a Harley-Davidson motorcycle more satisfying than
anything else. Its clean, uncluttered shape fits perfectly in the
downtubes of the frame. Twist the throttle and the surge of torque hits
you exactly where it counts. The knowledge of what makes an engine
truly move a rider runs deep at The Motor Company, and it's been put
to particular good use to power the Softail family. We counterbalance
the engine, which means we can bolt it directly to the frame. It keeps
the styling tight at the center of the bike. It lets the rider feel the pulse of
the V-Twin. Yet there aren't any vibrations rattling the fillings out of your
teeth. What's good gets even better for 2016. The Softail family gets a
power upgrade to the new Screamin' Eagler Air-Cooled Twin Cam
110BT engine. More power is always a Harley-Davidson tradition.
TechnologyThe beauty of the technology on a Softail motorcycle is that
it never looks technological. That didn't happen by accident and it
doesn't come easy, particularly when you consider that the inspiration
for the family is the clean - Contact Motorcycle Sales at 888-933-7674
or bob@usedmotorcyclestore.com for more information. 2016 Harley-Davidson SOFTAIL SLIM S FLSS SLIM S FLSS
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Installed Options

Let us help you finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking the "Get Approved" button above and enter your information completely before clicking submit. You can also print and

fax us your completed application to 877-862-7872. *NOTE* - When filling out fields requiring a dollar amount, please enter simple numbers only without decimel point or any
remaining digits. For example, if you were entering eight hundred dollars as a dollar value for any field, it should be entered as "800" (NOT $800.00 or $800). Only the simple
expression is accepted on this form for numeric values. Please print and fax to 877-862-7872 if you have any trouble submitting this form. Our finance team will work to get you the
best financing options available. Used Motorcycles And Motorcycle Parts For Sale (877) 862-7872.
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